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CrossRoad Baptist Church, Ames, Iowa

reSonus Commercial’s WorxAudio line represents the epitome of
powered and unpowered line array technology. Every product is the
result of both real world experience and adherence to exacting design
criteria. Before a design’s wireframe and solidmodeling visualisation begin, we consider all
the physical properties of the product and
the demands the product will be expected to
meet. We listen to our repeat customers and
constantly incorporate their suggestions into
our designs.
Once a product’s construction has been
finalized, a comprehensive CAD/CAM package
is used in tandem with CNC machining,
which facilitates an extremely high degree of
accuracy and consistency. It is this high level
of consistency from one enclosure to the next
that enables WorxAudio loudspeakers to
deliver superior sonic performance. To protect and further ensure longterm reliability, our enclosures receive an advanced, durable polyurea
surface coating applied in our controlled paint facility.
WorxAudio Technologies works closely with the world’s leading
component manufacturers. Our transducers are manufactured to
WorxAudio specifications for use in our enclosures, resulting in
unmatched standards of
fidelity. TEF, MLSSA, LMS,
and Audio Precision are but
a few of the tools used to
help us determine the acoustic
properties of new products.
Comprehensive EASE information
is provided.
We use imported Baltic birch enclosures and powder-coated, clothbacked, perforated steel grilles to protect the transducer complement.
For easy flying, our systems feature fully captive, black anodized,
lightweight aluminum rigging hardware for use with either our TrueRig
®
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touring or permanent hardware.
With stabilized proprietary FlatWave™ former and the Acoustic
Intergrading Module (A.I.M.™), our popular TrueLine Series delivers
exceptional sound quality and excellent return on investment.
EASEFocus is used to focus the vertical array for extremely accurate
pattern control. And we are proud to incorporate Dante™
connectivity in many of our active systems.
We encourage you to give us a good, hard
look. We’re confident you’ll like all that we have
to offer.
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ith a congregation size of 400 to 500 people, CrossRoad
Baptist Church has a lively, contemporary atmosphere.
In order to ensure they were conveying their message in the
best way possible, there was a strong emphasis on intelligible
audio and refined music quality for their loudspeaker system
— and this is what defined the requirements for improving the
acoustics in their sanctuary.
To address these requirements, two WorxAudio X5i all-inone line array enclosures were flown 9.5 feet off center, angled
30 degrees out and 10 degrees down. Low-frequency support
is accomplished with one TL118SS Super Sub and one TL218SS
Super Sub flown above center stage. A single rear 18 sub
(TL118SS) is time aligned to be slightly out of phase compared
to the front dual 18 sub (TL218SS) to create a cancelling effect
above the stage.
Augmenting this setup is a single PreSonus WorxAudio
V5Mi, which serves as a center positioned downfill enclosure.

T

he Hope Concert III community benefit
concert featured special performances by
Bruce Springsteen and Jon Bon Jovi. Atlantic City,
NJ-based ACIR Professional was contracted to
handle sound.
The ACIR crew deployed a PreSonus
Commercial WorxAudio TrueLine system
consisting of ten V8T-P compact powered line
array elements—ground stacked four high on each
side of the stage. Two TL218SS-P super subs and a
single TL215S-P compact powered subwoofer on

Theater: Springsteen Concert

Count Basie Theater, Red Bank, New Jersey

each side provided low frequency support. A single
X5T-P “all-in-one”, five-module cluster was flown as
a delay system for the balcony area.
“This system fit the room perfectly,” states ACIR’s
John Grasso. “Real estate was tight, so the selfpowered design of the WorxAudio system saved
valuable space. Mix engineer Obie Obrien was very
complimentary and the system didn’t care whether
the crowd was standing or seated—it cut right
through, crystal clear.”

Fairground: Multiple Outdoor Settings

State Fair of West Virginia, Fairlea, West Virginia

W

ith a history that dates back to 1854, today’s
State Fair of West Virginia encompasses a
large open field for carnivals and exhibitions, a horse
track, grandstands, and several exhibition buildings.
In anticipation of 2017’s edition, the fair’s operators
decided to improve the sound reinforcement
capabilities.
Alpha Music Inc. of Lewisburg, WV, a multigenerational family owned music store with a design
/ build division for AV installation, was contracted

to handle the deployment of the
new loudspeakers at the State
Fair of West Virginia.
“All of the loudspeakers
were installed attached to the
various buildings throughout
the fairgrounds,” according to
Alpha Music President Charles
Hatcher.
“This is a distributed system
used for both announcements
and music, so it was crucial
that the system be capable of
delivering both natural sounding
speech intelligibility and music
reproduction.
“We placed the five-element
S-XL5 enclosures and the
slightly smaller, two-element
S-XL2 enclosures accordingly.
With their broad horizontal
dispersion, excellent throw, and
rugged weatherized design, these
loudspeakers proved outstanding
for this project.”

The Great Auditorium, Ocean Grove, New Jersey

D

Auditorium

escribed by many as an “upside down
version of Noah’s Ark,” the Great
Auditorium at the Ocean Grove Camp Meeting
Association features an elaborate wood
finished, arched ceiling and stunning woodwork
throughout. Built in 1894 by shipbuilders,
the Great Auditorium is roughly the size of a
football field and seats 6,500 people.
EGG Harbor Township, NJ-based ACIR
Professional, a full service production company,
was contracted to design and deploy the Great
Auditorium’s sound system. Ed DiBona of ACIR,
discussed the challenges of the project:
“Inside, the Great Auditorium is almost as wide
as it is deep and there is also a large wrap-around,
U-shaped balcony that extends from one side of
the stage/altar area all the way around the room’s
perimeter to the opposite side of the stage.“
The primary left-right system consisted of
self-powered WorxAudio TrueLine TL215ST-P
powered subwoofers with seven TrueLine V8TPMD1 self-powered line array elements per
side.
The TrueLine V8T-PMD1 is an ultracompact, high performance, two-way, line array
loudspeaker.
The TrueLine TL215ST-P is a compact subbass system utilizing dual direct-radiating,
15-inch, 2,400 watt cone drivers in a tuned
enclosure.
For front fills, the ACIR crew deployed two
TrueLine V8T-P elements at the left and right
front edges of the stage and placed one of the
company’s TrueLine X-Series X1M-P line array
loudspeaker modules in the front center.
For the delay system, positioned threequarters of the way back into the room, the
ACIR crew flew a pair of PreSonus WorxAudio’
X3i-P self-powered line array systems. These
“all-in-one” compact enclosures incorporate
three modules, each with a medium format,
one-inch exit compression driver paired with
dual eight-inch cone transducers. The system
delivers 36-degree vertical dispersion and a
160-degree horizontal pattern.

Estero High School Outdoor Stadium, Cape Coral, Florida

A

fter more than 50 years of worshipping in a
building never intended for that purpose, St.
George Catholic Church’s congregation can now take
pride in their new $17 million sanctuary.
To ensure excellent speech intelligibility and natural
music reproduction, church management relied on
PreSonus Commercial Division for loudspeakers from
the company’s WorxAudio line, tuned with state-ofthe-art FIRmaker steering technology from AFMG.
House mains consist of 20 WorxAudio V5 2-way
line arrays, custom painted to match the room’s
aesthetics. A single ceiling-mounted Wave Series
8A two-way point-source loudspeaker, facing down
onto the stage, serves as the choir’s monitor system.
Augmenting the main clusters, two WorxAudio X2
two-way, compact line array enclosures provide
coverage for the extreme sides in the transepts. For

low-frequency support, there are two X118S high SPL
subwoofers.
Hugh Sarvis, PreSonus’ Chief Designer /
Loudspeaker Division, and Tony Flammia, Commercial
Division Director, assumed very active roles to ensure
the sound system performed optimally. Tuning was
accomplished using AFMG’s FIRmaker technology,
which is an integral part of their EASE Focus 3 line
array alignment and optimization software.
Hugh Sarvis described the process, “Using EASE
Focus 3, we are able to conduct a sweep and check all
microphones simultaneously. We ran simulations of
room coverage, exported the FIR filter to the computer,
uploaded the filter to a QSC Q-SYS 510i speaker
management system, and then continued measuring the
room until the desired results were achieved.”

Saint George Catholic Church, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Church

High School Athletic Field

A

t Estero High School, the athletic field needed a solution capable of
providing consistent, high-quality sound reinforcement coverage
throughout the stadium areas, with clear speech intelligibility and
natural music reproduction.
According to Barry Starkloff, senior electronics technician for the
School District of Lee County, “We needed to cover both the home and
visitor sides of the field solely from the home side and wanted full range
sound with a subwoofer for low-frequency music playback support. School
officials didn’t particularly like the sound of traditional announcement
horns, and so we were looking for a better solution.”
Starkloff and his team deployed a single S-XL2 loudspeaker enclosure
on a light pole next to the bleacher area. By rotating the enclosure, they
were able to achieve a narrow 20˚ wide (horizontal) pattern, which
did a terrific job of limiting coverage to just the bleacher area. The
160˚ pattern—now in the vertical
orientation — provides coverage
from the bottom bleacher all the way
to the top.
“Estero High has been very happy
with the new speakers,” he reports.
“This was the first time in years that
we did not receive any complaints
about the quality of sound.”

Lakewood Theat er, Dallas, Texas
o accommodate a wide range of
entertainment at the Lakewood
Theater in Dallas, Texas, Jake Salem,
the theater’s lead audio engineer,
deployed 12 TrueLine V8T-P line
array loudspeakers along with 4
TrueLine TL218SST-P Super Subs —
WorxAudio’s flagship subwoofers.
With six flown V8 elements per side
and two Super Subs positioned on the
floor below and vertically aligned with
the clusters overhead, the WorxAudio
sound system addressed several
issues that Salem had been wrestling
with.

M

University Chop House, Greenville, North Carolina

T

First Baptist Church, Springfield, Missouri

Church

Restaurant

o support its live
music entertainment
requirements, Ray Myers’
University Chophouse in
Greenville, NC, utilizes five
WorxAudio WaveSeries
8ai loudspeakers in its
L-shaped space.
According to David
Williams, owner of Hi-Tech
Electronics, the integration
firm that handled the
installation, “Ray didn’t
want a system that would
be too loud but he wanted
it to be sonically superior
to traditional ceiling-type
loudspeakers.” PreSonus
served up a hearty,
economical solution.

usic plays a vital role in First Baptist
Church’s services. To ensure the
best possible audio quality, church
management recently elected to upgrade
their sound reinforcement system to
WorxAudio TrueLine.
Mark Coble of Paragon 360, the AV
integration firm contracted to handle the
installation, ultimately elected to deploy
WorxAudio TrueLine XL1i-P 2-way,
high efficiency, powered line arrays
augmented by TL215S high excursion
sub-bass enclosures.
“First Baptist Church is a very
traditional space with lots of architectural
features and a balcony,” Coble explained.
“It was crucial that the new loudspeaker
system be capable of handling music
reproduction while also delivering a high
level of speech intelligibility. Equally
important, the loudspeakers had to blend
aesthetically into the space so as not to be
distracting.”
“The loudspeakers were always
tucked away behind decorative grills.
On this project we needed to ensure the
loudspeakers looked as good as they sound.
With the WorxAudio equipment, the white
grilles and hardware made the system
blend into the décor very nicely. The setup
looks really good with the overall design of
the room.”
Coble also reports being very
impressed with WorxAudio’s service and
support. “WorxAudio is very responsive
and they even provided us with the product
for demonstration purposes, which
certainly helped us sell the job.”

TrueLine sound reinforcement
system’s performance. “It’s been really
great,” he said. “The TrueLine system is
so musical; it works really well with a
wide variety of acts. This sound system
makes every show that much more
enjoyable.”
“The system provides even coverage
throughout the room and delivers a
very natural, pleasing sound. We’ve
had numerous people come up and tell
us the sound is fantastic. When you
hear comments like that from your
customers, you know you’ve made the
right choice.”

Theater

T

“The biggest challenge we face at the
Lakewood Theater is that we handle
so many different types of events,”
Salem explained. “The room is used for
everything from ballet, rock shows, and
weddings to special corporate events.
So we needed an extremely versatile
sound system. The compact size of the
WorxAudio V8’s make them a terrific
choice for this room, and their high SPL
output provides the ability to handle
any type of program. Depending on the
nature of the event, we can easily raise
the trim height of the flown clusters so
that they won’t be visible.”
Salem reflected on the WorxAudio

Hughes Auditorium, Asbury University, Wilmore, Kentucky

O

ne of the cultural centerpieces on the campus
of Asbury University. Hughes Auditorium
is the site of three chapel services each week, as
well as home to a wide range of musical activities,
including choral and orchestral performances and
rock concerts. To ensure the best possible sound
reinforcement, the university recently upgraded its
sound system, drawing from the catalog of PreSonus
Commercial’s WorxAudio line.
Pro Sound and Lights, a design/build firm
specializing in high quality sound, lighting, and
video projection systems for the commercial and
house-of-worship markets, was contracted to
design and deploy the new sound system. After

Clear Springs Baptist Church, Corryton, Tennesee

L

ocated in the greater Knoxville
area, Clear Springs Baptist Church
recently completed construction of its
new campus. To ensure the best soundreinforcement capability, they elected to
deploy a sound system drawn from the
TrueLine and Wave Series catalogs of
PreSonus Commercial Division.
Orangeburg, SC-based Templeton
Sound Systems was contracted to handle
the design and installation of the new
sound system. Michael W. Templeton,
president of Templeton Sound Systems,
discussed the project.
“Previously, coverage was very
uneven, with numerous dead spots,”
he said. “Complicating matters further,
the sound was typically much louder in
the front and almost nonexistent in the

rear of the room. Between the dead
spots and the hot spots, intelligibility
suffered a lot.”
To prevent this, Templeton and
his crew deployed 18 WorxAudio
TrueLine XL1i-P compact line arrays,
with 9 elements each for the left and
right hangs. To ensure the choir and
other performers onstage could hear
clearly, a WorxAudio X2i-P/D selfpowered, two-way, high efficiency,
ultra-compact line array loudspeaker
system was flown over the choir
/ stage area. For low-frequency
support, 4 WorxAudio TrueLine
TL218SSi-P dual 18-inch sub bass
enclosures were incorporated.
Rounding out the loudspeaker
setup, Templeton and his team

positioned three TrueLine V5M ultracompact line array enclosures across
the front of the stage area for front
fill purposes, and another four V5M
enclosures for under-balcony fill. Two
WorxAudio Wave Series 8M two-way,
high efficiency floor monitors further
ensure clear sound for those on the
stage.
“Since the first service in May 2016,”
Templeton notes, “we’ve received
numerous glowing reports from our
client. They’ve described it as a ‘worldclass system with amazing clarity
and plenty of headroom.’ This
is absolutely the best-sounding
system in the greater Knoxville,
TN, area and the surrounding
counties.”

Church

Auditorium

consulting with university officials, the company installed eight
WorxAudio TrueLine V8i-P 2-way, high efficiency, powered line
array elements and two TrueLine TL218SSi-P powered sub-bass
enclosures.
“Hughes Auditorium is one of the key venues on campus,”
explains Pro Sound and Lights’ Technician and Project Leader
Christopher G. Naughton. “After reviewing our options, we
decided to deploy a centrally positioned cluster of eight WorxAudio
TrueLine V8i-P line array elements. These loudspeakers—painted
white to blend aesthetically with the character of the room—were
flown using WorxAudio’s TrueAim adjustable grid.”
Low-frequency support is provided by a pair of WorxAudio
TL218SSi-P powered subwoofers residing in the auditorium’s
far corners on platforms that are the same
height as the stage.
AFMG’s FIRmaker
technology was employed
in the installation
and steering of the
WorxAudio loudspeaker
system, which Naughton
reports was a huge
Chris
Naughton, success. “The FIR filtering
Project
was a huge boon to the
Leader
system,” he said. “It
helped reduce much of the early
reflections we initially observed.
The FIR steering provided a lot of
control and smoothness to the overall
quality of the sound and greatly
increased speech intelligibility. Hugh
Sarvis, Managing Director of the
Loudspeaker Division for PreSonus,
implemented the FIRmaker filters and
worked closely with us to provide final
tuning of the system.”
“The V8s enabled us to achieve
the aggressive, powerful sound we
needed in a very small package that
more than met the client’s needs.
I was also very impressed with
WorxAudio’s support services. They
were great to work with and very
helpful. And most importantly, the
university is absolutely thrilled with
the system. Both the client and I feel
the WorxAudio system fit the bill
perfectly, giving them everything
they needed and more for a great
price and a great look in the room.”

Recovery Unplugged, Austin, Texas
West Feliciana High School, West Feliciana, Louisiana
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appearance, while a stainless
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For more information on our weatherized
Stadium Series, visit commercial.presonus.
com and download our 16-page Sports
Applications Guide.

magine the oldest, “sqwawk-iest” PA address horns — distorted, loud,
and yet barely intelligible— and you’ll get an idea of what West Feliciana
High School had been putting up with for years. A wide range of events,
including football games, track and field, and drill team practice, were being
compromised by bad sound. So West Feliciana turned to Baton Rougebased Advanced Audio and Stage Lighting for a truly modern solution.
After assessing their needs, Bo Bowen, owner of Advanced Audio,
recommended PreSonus Commercial’s WorxAudio Stadium Series S-XL3,
three-module, weatherized two-way system atop an S-X118S 18-inch
subwoofer. Because of the S-XL3’s remarkable 160˚ horizontal dispersion,
one compact array was capable of delivering effective sound to the all but
the extreme ends of the spectator stands. Two WorxAudio Stadium Series
S-8A 2-way weatherized loudspeakers are used for what little supplemental
fill is needed at the
extreme ends of the
bleachers.
West Feliciana’s
superintendent
pronounced the
resulting system
“crystal clear with
both speech and
music sources.”
As icing on the
cake (or as they
say in Louisiana,
lagniappe), Bowen
installed a wireless
microphone system
that allows coaches and announcers to operate from the opposite side of
the field, as well as the press box. Go Saints!

ecovery Unplugged Treatment
Center uses the power of
music to help its patients heal
from drug and alcohol addiction.
Offering medically supervised
detox, residential inpatient
treatment, outpatient treatment,
and sober living, Recovery
Unplugged offers a music-based
treatment approach that provides
patients with access to a wellrounded recovery experience. The
treatment center’s 150-capacity
performing arts space, known
as Recovery Unplugged, was
recently upgraded to facilitate
better overall sound quality.
After careful consideration, the
treatment center elected to install
StudioLive®, AIR, and ULT series
loudspeakers from the PreSonus
Commercial Audio Division.
Jeremy Boyer, Director
of Operations at Recovery
Unplugged, coordinated with Sean
Robertson, an Account Manager
for Guitar Center Professional, to
select and ultimately install the
treatment center’s new sound
reinforcement system.

Two PreSonus StudioLive 315AI
3-way point source loudspeakers
are deployed on the front left and
right edges of the stage area. These
loudspeakers incorporate a 15-inch lowfrequency driver and an 8-inch coaxial
transducer for mid- and high-frequency
reproduction. Each loudspeaker is
powered by 2,000W RMS of triamplified,
Class D power. Low frequency support is
provided by two StudioLive 18sAI subbass enclosures recessed into the steps

leading to the stage on the left and
right sides.
Used together, the PreSonus
StudioLive 315AI and 18sAI
subwoofer make a formidable sound
system setup. The 315AI is time- and
phase-aligned to form a true fourway system when paired with the
StudioLive 18sAI subwoofer. Further,
it’s fully controllable with PreSonus’
SL Room Control for iPad®, Mac®,
Android™, and Windows®.

Auditoriums

High School Athletic Field
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Indiana Tech, Academic Center, Fort Wayne, Indiana

D

ubbed the “crown jewel” of the
campus, Indiana Tech’s new
Academic Center features a multiflex auditorium and theater space.
The facility is host to a wide range
of events, so versatility was a key
consideration for every aspect of
the venue’s design. Subwoofers

that could be easily moved were deemed
essential, resulting in the deployment
of two WorxAudio UltraWave 218S
enclosures.
Advanced Systems Group (ASG)
of Ft. Wayne, Indiana, a design / build
firm specializing in the commercial AV,
worship, and education markets, was
contracted to handle the installation.
Justin Spitler, AVL Engineer for ASG,
oversaw the engineering and system
design of the Academic Center.
“The facility hosts a wide variety of
events, from concerts to trade shows,”
Spitler explained. “Nothing on the main
floor is permanent, so everything had to
be designed so that it could be moved out

quickly and not take up much space
when in use. Our client wanted the
ability to provide a good amount of
low-end punch when required for events
such as those involving music, yet the
subwoofers needed to be easily moved
on and off the floor, maintaining a
relatively small footprint.”
In addition to the subs’
small footprint and impressive
performance, Spitler reports being
equally impressed with PreSonus
Commercial Audio division’s
customer and technical support
services. “Their support is fantastic,”
he said. “They’re always quick to return
our calls. We’ve been very pleased.”

F

ellowship Alliance Chapel’s new
Worship Center seats 1,700
worshippers on the main floor and
another 500 in the balcony. To fully
engage its congregation, the Worship
Center leverages the latest in AV
technology, including digital signage,
LED wall technology, and 4K video. To
ensure the finest sound, the sanctuary
is equipped with WorxAudio linearray technology from PreSonus’

Commercial Division, while Dante
digital media networking and Q-SYS
DSP audio management system form
the overall audio infrastructure.
Design / build firm Horizon AVL System
Integration of Blackwood, NJ, was
contracted to handle the job. Joshua
Kell, Horizon AV’s CEO, discussed
the project. “The PreSonus WorxAudio
loudspeaker system we deployed is

impressive. Twenty WorxAudio X1
2-way, high efficiency, line array
elements—10 each for the left and
right sides—are flown 27 feet over
the front of the stage area. These two
loudspeaker clusters face straight out
into the sanctuary. For front fill, there
are three WorxAudio X1M two-way
line array enclosures. These are located

Church

Fellowship Alliance Chapel, Medford, New Jersey

left–center–right and are positioned
in the face of the stage. Under-balcony
fill is handled by four WorxAudio V5M
enclosures, evenly distributed across the
room’s width. Low-frequency support is
provided by nine WorxAudio TL118SSi-P
high output subwoofers. Three enclosures
are positioned underneath the stage,
while three are flown behind the left main

loudspeaker cluster. Another three, flown
behind the right loudspeaker cluster, are
positioned for an end-firing array.
AFMG’s FIRmaker technology, which
can dramatically improve spectral
consistency throughout a venue, was
implemented by Hugh Sarvis, PreSonus
Chief Designer / Loudspeaker Division.
Working from a 2D design, the

system was visualized in EASE Focus
3 to determine optimum placement
and coverage. With the loudspeakers
deployed, Sarvis remeasured all rigging
heights, splay angles of the enclosures,
as well as the distance to first row and
back row seats. “We take pride in the
fact that WorxAudio equipment is on the
cutting edge of FIRmaker technology.”

WorxAudio

®

WorxAudio True Line V8-PMD1 self-powered,
compact line array element.

www.Commercial.Presonus.com
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Corporate Event

At this event,
held at Knoxville,
Tennessee’s
convention center,
the setup included
four flown arrays,
each consisting of
four WorxAudio True
Line V8-PMD1 selfpowered, compact
line array elementsm
supplemented by
four TrueLine V8T-P
self-powered touring
line array enclosures
that served as front
fills.
For low frequency
support, four
WorxAudio TL218SS
long excursion, high
output subwoofers
were also placed on
the floor in front of
the stage area.

Installations and Case Studies

Knoxville Convention Center, Knoxville, Tennesee

